Welcome to our
philanthropic
community
The Value in Giving®

Your philanthropic partner
Welcome to Vanguard Charitable, a leading
donor-advised fund that is proud to offer you a
tax-effective, flexible, and convenient way
to give to charity.
As a new donor, you are joining a community
of thousands of philanthropists who are
committed to low-cost, high-impact giving. By
partnering with us, you have chosen to approach
philanthropy with sophistication, a high regard for
nonprofit organizations, and a desire to positively
influence the charitable landscape over the long
term.

This kit, along with our Polices and guidelines1
booklet, provides an overview on how our
philanthropic account program works and enables
you to select investments, recommend grants
that match your preferences, and establish your
charitable legacy.
Welcome to our giving community.

As you move forward with your giving, we
encourage you to be strategic and thoughtful,
confident that Vanguard Charitable is prepared
to support your charitable mission. We offer
numerous resources and contacts you can use to
build out, manage, and optimize your philanthropic
plans to achieve results.
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To view our Policies and guidelines please visit www.vanguardcharitable.org/policies
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Manage your giving
thoughtfully
Tax-effective

Flexible

Recognize the tax benefits of giving
Giving with a philanthropic account allows you
to manage your tax plans separately from your
grants to charity. For each contribution you make
into your account, you may receive a current year
tax deduction and, during tax season, calculate
resulting deductions using a single charity receipt.
Then, when you are ready, you can recommend
grants to multiple charities without worrying
about altering your tax plans.

Invest in charity
We offer your account access to a wide range of
investment options across major asset classes,
which allows you to tailor your account to match
your risk tolerance and giving objectives. Set
an investment strategy that is in line with your
charitable goals and recommend exchanges as
needed to achieve them.

Consider donating various types of assets to
grow your account, including:
• Cash or check.
• Appreciated securities.
• Mutual fund shares or bonds.
• Private foundation assets.
• Special or complex assets.
For more information, log in to your account and
select the Contributions tab or view the How to
value your contribution guide.

For more information, see the Investment options
and performance booklet or log in to your account
and select the Investments tab.
Leave your legacy
Consider how you want your philanthropy
remembered and managed beyond your lifetime
by crafting a giving legacy that reflects your
values and goals. Take time now to establish your
succession plan and inform others about your last
charitable wishes and, over time, adjust the plans
as needed.
Our breadth of legacy options allows you to mix,
match, and build the plan that best suits you, your
estate, and loved ones.
For more information, see the Craft your giving
legacy section.

Make an impact
Research and recommend grants to the charitable
causes that matter most to you. Our website
offers resources to help you identify worthy
charities, including our nonprofit database, and
tips to consider before giving, such as timing,
amount, recognition, and follow-up.
Once you choose an organization to support,
add it to your saved charities list and establish
one-time or recurring grants. Our in-house due
diligence team reviews the recommendation and
issues the check, allowing you to focus on your
charitable interests and build relationships with
nonprofit organizations.

For more information, see the Effective granting
section or log in to your account and select the
Grants tab.

Convenient
Involve others
As your philanthropy evolves, you may choose to
include others in your decision-making and giving
processes. By filling out a simple form, you can
allow interested parties, such as a professional
advisor and a family member or business
partners, to access your account. For example,
you can authorize an heir to have full access, give
a professional advisor read-only access, or opt for
an accountant to receive quarterly statements.
To include others in your giving, complete the
Interested party access form.

Conveniently manage your philanthropy
Access your account online, and make a difference at your convenience, anytime and anywhere.
• Research and recommend grants to charity.

• Download important forms and instructions.

• Initiate additional contributions.

• View account activity and reports.

• Recommend investment option exchanges.

• Reference our Policies and guidelines.

• Change account authorizations or
information.
To register for online account access, visit vanguardcharitable.org and click Log in. Be prepared
to enter your account number, name, and last four digits of your Social Security number (or a
predefined PIN).
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Make a
greater impact
Philanthropists take special pride in the charities and causes they choose to support. A philanthropic
account offers you the opportunity to tailor and time your giving based on what is important to you,
allowing you to set goals, research, and recommend grants to charity more effectively.

Grant to charity in five easy steps
Grants may be recommended for a minimum of $500, and all grants must support a public charity.
1. Choose a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization
Research charities through our online system or provide us with charity contact information.
2. Decide on a grant amount1
The minimum grant recommendation is $500.
3. Select a grant purpose
Grants may support everything from general operating expenses or a capital campaign to events or
specific projects. Each purpose requires a varying degree of research before a grant is issued.
Less
research

General operating
expenses

Annual fund, class gift,
capital campaign or
expenditure,
underwrite event

Scholarship,
missionary support

Special project,
any other purpose

More
research

4. Manage timing2
Send the grant check now, later, or on a recurring basis. The time to process a grant recommendation
may vary based on the type of organization being supported. Nearly 80% of our grants are reviewed
and issued in less than 2 days.
Less than a week

1–2 weeks

3 weeks

Months

Traditional grants

Religious, government,
and intermediary grants3

Supporting organization
grants

International
grants4

5. Consider recognition
Grants may be anonymous, fully attributed to your account, or something in between. Choose how
you want to be recognized, if at all, each time you recommend a grant.

1

 onors must successfully recommend at least one minimum $500 grant every five years. International grants and grants subject to tailored grant
D
agreements may require larger minimum recommendations. Account advisors may not claim a charitable tax deduction for a grant made from Vanguard
Charitable, even if the nonprofit organization provides a tax receipt.

2

Timing may vary depending on grant purpose, type of organization, and seasonal volumes.

3

A n intermediary is an organization based in the U.S. that supports international organizations and causes.

4

International grants are researched and approved on a case-by-case basis. Contact Vanguard Charitable before recommending an international grant.

The importance of charity due diligence
Traditionally, as a donor, you bear the responsibility
to research charities you wish to support to
ensure they meet their missions and allow for
100% tax-deductible gifts. Vanguard Charitable
reduces that administrative burden by managing
the review and distribution process for you.
Our grants team abides by IRS guidelines when
reviewing your recommendations. You can be
confident your contributions are helping compliant
organizations in an efficient and timely manner.

Three factors considered before approving
your grant recommendation
Type of organization
Every organization that receives our grants
requires a unique review and approval process.
We may need different documentation from a
church or public library than the fundraising arm of
a hospital or a charity that grants abroad. Consider
your end goal before choosing what type of
organization to support.
Purpose of grant
When you recommend a grant to charity, you
also choose how the organization can use the
money. Perhaps you wish to donate to a specific
project or fund, or maybe you prefer to support a
charity’s overall mission, allowing the organization
to choose how best to spend the grant and
satisfy “the greatest need.”

We work with you and charities to support
projects that are important to you, while satisfying
IRS requirements for granting. The simplest way
to recommend a grant is also the most convenient
for nonprofit organizations: Designate the
charitable dollars for general operating expenses.
Impermissible benefit
Grants that underwrite events or allow for
memberships require additional research to be
approved. We must ensure the grant will not result
in any benefits that would reduce the charitable
deduction, as if you donated directly from personal
funds. If the grant enables an individual to receive
special goods or services, such as free tickets to
a gala or some membership benefits, or it fulfills a
donor’s pledge, it cannot be approved.
When a grant is approved, we mail a check and
a letter acknowledging the gift to your charity of
choice. While the nonprofit organization cannot
issue a tax receipt, if you choose to provide
contact information, it may thank you.
For more information on effective granting, please
see our Policies and guidelines booklet or visit
vanguardcharitable.org/resourcecenter.

For help recommending
a grant, contact us at
questions@vanguardcharitable.org.

Leave a legacy
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Your philanthropic account can be bestowed to
loved ones or endowed to charity in a variety of
ways. Mix and match different options to craft a
plan that meets your philanthropic goals. Plans
are set up to be flexible and can be changed or
amended at any time.

Figure A. Legacy options
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Continue your philanthropy beyond your lifetime
by crafting a giving legacy that reflects your
charitable values. A giving legacy, laid out in a
succession plan, is an effective way to ensure the
assets remaining in your philanthropic account
continue to fulfill your charitable mission.1

in

Bestow to others
Pass your philanthropic values and account
privileges to loved ones and continue a tradition of
giving. We encourage you to include your charitable
successors early on in your philanthropy, so they are
better prepared to manage your account when the
time comes.
Pass on your account. You can appoint up to
two individuals, such as your spouse and child,
to assume account privileges. Any individuals can
be named account advisors, which allows them
to recommend grants, select investment options,
and change account preferences. New account
advisors may then name new successor-advisors,
allowing your original account, and spirit of giving,
to continue for generations.

Create new accounts. If you wish to divide
your account so more than two individuals
can advise, you may request to have multiple
new philanthropic accounts opened when the
succession plan is enacted. Each account requires
a minimum initial balance of $25,000.

Endow to charity
Recommend your account’s remaining assets
go directly to nonprofit organizations as a final
testament to your charitable mission.2
Recommend final grants to charity.
Recommend one or more charities to receive a
final grant from your remaining account balance.

1

P lans are enacted when account advisors are deceased or unable to manage account processes. Vanguard Charitable remains the sole owner of the
assets within the account and has ultimate control and discretion over account investments and distributions.

2

C harities identified as grant recipients in the succession plan will be subject to review once the plan is enacted to ensure they remain in good standing
with the IRS.

Transfer account assets to the General Fund.
The General Fund is an account managed by
Vanguard Charitable’s trustees and used to
issue grants to a variety of charitable causes. If a
succession plan is not selected, account assets are
automatically moved to the General Fund.

• N
 otification: One individual may be nominated
to receive statements and confirmations about
EGP activity. This individual may not alter EGP
parameters or recommend additional grants.

Establish recurring grants. Recommend that
one or more charities receive a recurring grant
based on a percentage of your remaining account
balance through an Endowed Grant Plan (EGP).
Total annual distribution is a minimum 5% and
can be distributed across any month except
December, due to seasonal transaction volume.
Over time, remaining account funds will continue
to grow tax-free through investments.

Fulfill your philanthropic intentions beyond your
lifetime by establishing a plan now to gift to
charity later. Deferred giving options allow you to
donate your assets when you pass to Vanguard
Charitable, which will then create or add to an
account and grant to charity in your honor.

• T
 erm: Grants may continue for a specific time
or as long as the account’s size continues
to exceed distributions. While accounts are
not permanent endowments, theoretically,
recurring grants could continue indefinitely
if the account growth, which depends on
financial markets and investment choices,
outpaces the distributions. The minimum term
for an endowed grant plan is five years.
• T
 ermination: Remaining account assets will be
distributed in a lump sum at the conclusion of
a predetermined term. If no term is indicated
or the account balance can no longer support
the requested distribution, remaining account
assets will be distributed in a final grant.

3

Deferred giving

Vanguard Charitable can be named as a
beneficiary to the assets listed in Figure A,
allowing you to move assets from a taxable estate
into a tax-free, philanthropic environment.3
Family, friends, heirs, professional advisors or
even Vanguard Charitable may be named advisor
to the account.
For more information, please see our Policies and
guidelines booklet.

For help crafting your giving
legacy, contact us at
questions@vanguardcharitable.org.

Individual circumstances may vary. Consult a tax advisor for advice on how best to manage your situation.

My online
philanthropic account
As a Vanguard Charitable donor, you have access to your philanthropic account online, where you can manage
all areas of your giving. Make contributions, recommend grants, select investments, and more from any internet
connected device—all on a secure, easy-to-navigate platform.

Account summary
The Account summary page is your home screen and hub for all giving activities. From here, reach
many resources, including:
• Account balance
• Current asset allocation
• All recent activity
Use the Recent activity table to get quick access to account activity conducted within the
past 90 days. Want more information? Dive deeper by clicking View all.

• Grant recommendations
• Contributions
• Account reports and statements
• Fees and expenses

Reports
Use the Reports page to view a wide range of account information:
• Transaction history
• Quarterly account statements
• Tax substantiation letters
• Grant payment letters
• Contribution confirmations
• Historical account balances
• Investment options and performance

Grants
Use the Grants page to manage your grant recommendations:
• Research and recommend a one-time or recurring grant.
• Find your favorite charities using a built-in search bar.
Use the My saved charities list to store your favorite organizations in one
easy-to-access location, and recommend grants to them with the click of a button.

• Review the status of pending, completed, and cancelled grant recommendations.

Contributions
Use the Contributions page to manage all contributions into your account:
• Initiate charitable contributions in 5 steps.
A step-by-step guide details the paperwork
and signature required to donate a range of asset types.

• Review the status of contributions.
• Collect specific donation details for tax reporting purposes.

YOUR GIVING, YOUR TIME

TRACK YOUR GIVING

GIVING GREEN

Activities completed using
paper forms add at least
one business day to the
processing timeframe. Giving
online saves you time and
resources—providing charities
with support more quickly.

On both the Grants and
Contributions pages, you can
export your giving data to an
Excel spreadsheet—allowing
you to closely monitor your
charitable giving.

Support the environment
while supporting your favorite
charities. Reduce your carbon
footprint—preserving trees
and other natural resources—
by giving online.

To register for online account access, visit
vanguardcharitable.org and click My account on
the right side of the screen.

Philanthropic
account
fee schedule
Low all-in fees
Benefit from tax-effective, high-value philanthropy at a minimal cost. The less spent on fees and expenses,
the more money is available to grant to charity.
That is why Vanguard Charitable’s cost structure for accounts with $25,000 or more is simple, consisting of two
parts—administrative and investment fees—and nothing more.1

Our fee structure
Investment fee
Pay for the management
of invested assets to allow
for charitable growth
Weighted expense ratio charged
for investment options.2
Select from a range of options
across major asset classes that
span the risk spectrum and
pay an average of only 0.10%.
When invested, charitable
assets compound tax-free,
increasing philanthropic impact
over time and enabling more
grants to go to worthy causes.

+

Administrative fee
Cover the cost
to make giving flexible
and convenient

=

All-in fee

For general operating costs,
including legal, accounting,
processing, and employee.
Allow Vanguard Charitable to
ease your giving by alleviating
the administrative burdens
and time it requires to conduct
charity due diligence and issue
grants, as well as manage all
day-to-day activities.

1

Individuals must make an initial, minimum $25,000 contribution to open a philanthropic account. Accounts with balances less than $15,000 will be charged an annual
$250 maintenance fee in March.

2

V anguard Charitable does not itself charge investment fees. The expense ratios are assessed by the underlying funds of the Vanguard Charitable investment options and
vary per donor based on investment allocation.

Our fees and minimums
Administrative fees are assessed on a tiered schedule based on account balance and status. We offer donors two
account statuses: Standard and Select. Qualifying accounts with balances of more than $1 million for at least three
months are eligible for Select status.3

Administrative
fee schedule

Standard
account

Select
account

First $500K

0.60%

0.60%

Next $500K

0.40%

0.40%

Next $29M

0.40%

0.13%

Next $70M

—

0.05%

Minimums
New account
Additional contribution
Charitable grant

$25,000
$5,000
$500

For more information on investment fees,
see the Investment options and performance booklet
or visit vanguardcharitable.org/investments.

3

 ccount status is subject to Vanguard Charitable’s approval and is based on account balance, activity, and patterns. Account status is reviewed and approved on a
A
quarterly basis.

Vanguard Charitable was founded by The Vanguard Group, Inc., as an independent, nonprofit, public charity in 1997. Although Vanguard provides certain investment
management and administrative services to Vanguard Charitable pursuant to a service agreement, Vanguard Charitable is not a program or activity of Vanguard.

How to value
your contribution
While Vanguard Charitable will provide a written acknowledgement of a contribution received from a donor, under
IRS regulations, the donor is responsible for determining the valuation date and corresponding fair market value
for the charitable gift.
For assistance with this process, please review the following guidelines. For further guidance, consult a tax advisor.
In general, a contribution’s value is based on the:
• type of asset donated, and
• date of contribution, which ordinarily is the date when the asset is unconditionally removed from the donor’s
control or delivered to Vanguard Charitable.

Donation typei

Date of contribution

Cash, check,
or wire

Date on which the check is mailed or wire is sent.
The donor must provide evidence of this date if the
IRS requests.

Electronic Bank
Transfer

Date that funds leave the donor’s account provided the
donor cannot reclaim the assets.

Valuation

Amount of the check,
electronic bank transfer,
or wire received by
Vanguard Charitable

A donor’s instruction to the bank to move the funds does
not qualify as a completed contribution for tax purposes.
Mutual fund
shares

Date on which the donor loses control of the shares.
Donors may use the date that Vanguard Charitable
receives the asset or the date the asset leaves the
donating account (available on an account statement).
A donor’s instruction to a broker to transfer shares does
not qualify as a completed contribution for tax purposes.

Stock or bond
certificates

Date on which the properly endorsed certificate is
mailed. The donor must provide evidence of this date
if the IRS requests.

Stock or bond
delivered
electronically

Date the transfer is made on the books of the issuing
entity or its transfer agent. Donors may use the date
that Vanguard Charitable receives the asset or the date
the asset leaves the donating account (available on an
account statement).
A donor’s instruction to a broker to transfer units does
not qualify as a completed contribution for tax purposes.

Closing price (net asset
value) on the date on which
the donor loses control
of the donated shares,
multiplied by the number of
shares donatedii

Average of the high and
low selling prices on
the date of contribution,
multiplied by the number
of units donatedii

IRS Form 8283
To qualify for deductions greater than $500 for donations of securities or other non-cash assets, donors must
complete the IRS Form 8283 (Noncash Charitable Contributions) and attach it to their IRS Form 1040. Below are
notes for individuals completing the Form 8283. Donors should consult a tax advisor before submitting the form.
Vanguard Charitable is not required to and will not assign or certify a gift’s value for the Form 8283.
For donations of publicly traded securities:

For donations of special assets (property > $5,000):

• Enter the fair market value of your gift in Column
(h) of Section A, Part 1.

• Complete Section B.

• Do not complete Section B.
• Vanguard Charitable is not required to and will not
sign Part IV (Donee Acknowledgment).

• Obtain a qualified appraisal in Section B, Part III.
• Send the completed form to Vanguard Charitable
for an acknowledgement signature. (This action
solely recognizes receipt of the gift and does not
endorse the valuation in any way.)

Additional information
Vanguard Charitable EIN: 23-2888152
vanguardcharitable.org
irs.gov

i

Grants from your Vanguard Charitable account and account-balance fluctuations due to market changes are not tax-deductible.

ii

Historical pricing for publicly traded securities can be found on many financial websites, such as google.com/finance and finance.yahoo.com.
If you provide Vanguard Charitable with the date of contribution, we will send you a letter with the high and low trading prices/ mutual fund’s net asset value on that date.
Include in the letter the security name, trading symbol, and date for which you want prices/net asset value. Vanguard Charitable uses a third party to obtain quotes and is not
responsible for accuracy.

Connect with us
Insights
We encourage you to stay connected and informed about what is happening at Vanguard Charitable and in the
philanthropic community. Visit our Resource Center at vanguardcharitable.org and check back often for engaging
commentary, educational materials, and giving-related news.

Our Resource Center
Giving options

Taxes

Strategic giving

Effective granting

Blog

Glossary

Contact our team with questions or comments at
donorservice@vanguardcharitable.org.

P.O. Box 9509
Warwick, RI 02889-9509
p 888-383-4483
f 866-485-9414
vanguardcharitable.org

Vanguard Charitable is one of the largest charities in the United States. We
were founded by Vanguard in 1997 as an independent nonprofit organization
focused on increasing philanthropy by administering the highest-value donoradvised fund—a tax-effective way to consolidate, accrue, and grant assets to
charity.
Although we are separate entities, Vanguard Charitable is strongly aligned with
Vanguard’s principled investment philosophy and unwavering values, including
its commitment to ethics, transparency, and at-cost investing. We firmly
believe that minimizing costs can help maximize philanthropic impact. No
other donor-advised fund can extend the direct benefits of Vanguard’s at-cost
investments like we can.
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